Date: June 22, 2011

From: Cooper Lighting Solutions

Subject: Five (5) Year Limited Extended Warranty – Outdoor

Outdoor LED Products
Addendum to Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale:

Subject to all of the limitations set forth in Cooper Lighting’s Terms and Conditions of Sale, for Cooper Lighting Outdoor Light Emitting Diode (LED) luminaires only, Cooper Lighting warrants to the original purchaser that the factory-installed electrical system will be free from defects in material and workmanship for 5 years from the date of shipment of the products. If 10% of the individual LEDs (light sources) should fail within 5 years of shipment, Cooper will, at its sole option, ship a repaired or replacement fixture EXW (Incoterms 2000) Cooper’s factory. The warranty does not cover failures due to abnormal site conditions. These abnormal conditions include, but are not limited to, under/over voltage, under/over current, excessive switching and excessive ambient temperatures.

Subject to all of the limitations set forth in Cooper Lighting’s Terms and Conditions of Sale, for Cooper Lighting Outdoor Light Emitting Diode (LED) luminaires only, Cooper Lighting warrants to the original purchaser finish for a period of 5 years from date of shipment. Cooper will, at its sole option, repair or replace the defective finish if it exhibits cracking, peeling, excessive fading or corrosion defects during the warranty period. During the warranty period some fading, staining or chalking may occur. This is normal aging for the finish used, is not a manufacturing defect, and is not covered by our warranty.